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several other pictures used as Warren Commission evidence. The next day he and 

James Undervood, a television cameraman, accompanied by Mr. Tague and Deputy Sheriff 

Walthers, vent to that point and took photographs of what all existing records of 

the period describe as a "chipped" place on the.curbing or in similar language i. yy 
| yw 

weflecting that some concrete was missing. An electrostatic copy of the brief a 

account and of a picture Mr. Dillard then took are attached to Mr. Tague's affidavit 

festead of the less legible copy he had preserved. These copies were made for me at 

the Dallas Morning News from its library clipping. The.caption is headlined "CONCRET= il 25 

@CAR." The brief text reads,"A detective points to a chip in the curb on Houston (sic) 

Street opposite: the Texas School Book Depository. A bullet from the rifle that’ took 

> an 

President Kennedy's lifé apparently causé the hole." The contemporaneous words I 

emderscore are “scar," "chip" and "hole". Two photographs provided to the Warren 

Coumisstoa by ‘the FAT; obtained from the Archives, and two its photographer took for 

@e are attached as exhibits to the deposition. The FBI prints are those of one frame 

ef the Uedervood footage and the best of Mr. Dillard's three pictures. , 

196. Because the same picture as provided to the Warren Commission by the. FBI's 

phetegrephic expert Lyndal L. Shaneyfelt is badly overexposed, which means deliber- 

etely ewerexposed, I asked Mr. Dillard to prepare a clear print for me from his 

eegetive. Mr. Dillard searched for quite some time without finding that negative. 

Be fewnd two others of which he did make copies for me. Of the missing negative Mr. 

Dillerd said, "I guess the federales never returned fest 

281. Mr. Dillard, too, was aware of the apparent lack of official Washington 

feterest ia the evidence held by this scar or chip or hole caused by a bullet or part 

ef a bullet during the axpeeeinetiin: His explanation may account fox the end to the 

jeng delay in che Warren Commission's expressing an interest to the FBI and asking 

@he FRI to make the investigation the FBI avoided making on its own initiative. This 

ee not watil the eighth month after the assassination. Mr. Dillard told me he had iil 
wet Barefoot Sanders, th nited States Attorney for Dallas, at a function. Mr. NY. 

r claims not to have that letter. It has records referring to 

ther Setter. ASS 
82. After correspondence back and forth that followed further communications 

feem tr. Sacders' office. the FBI in Dallas said it could not find this mark on the 
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eurbetone. Ic attributed the disappearance of this scar, chip or hole to the erosions 

ef weather and street-cleaning equipment. As a result, S. A. Shaneyfelt was sent. -: 

free Washington to retrieve that wounded curbstone. His means of locating it were 

siaple. He obtained the help of Mr. Dillard, Mr. dindexwaod and their fictures and 

with the further assistance of background intelligence he did locate that spot. . He 

thes bed this section of the curbing cut out and flown to the FBI lab in Washington. 

There, this late in the investigation, it was subjected to microscopic and spectro- 

grepikic enalysis. I. have been given no report on either. On deposition Mr. Shaneyfelt 

Geetified to personally taking macrophotographs of that piece of curbing. The National 

Aevhives reports there are no such photographs there. The FBI has provided none. 

'« Debmeoe was present during that and the other depositions during which the curbing 

@ee weed. is then verbal assurance to me has on my request been repeated by the 

Sretives ta writing. There are no enlargements of the damaged area of the curbing. 

389. All the former FBI personnnel questioned during the depositions refused 

“en denertbe the eppearance of that spot on that curbing as of 1977. I examined it 

shortly after the issuance of the Executive Order of October 31, 1966. During these 

Sere Rees 4 eppeared as it had then. That condition is depicted in other pictures 

i fheeeyfeic took and that were published by the Warren Commission. In the presence 

of ey cowsei, Mr. Lesar, and of Mr. Johnson in May 1975 I supervised the taking of 

Gem phetegrephs of this same curbing so that they ootive be as clear as possible and 

( Ger tsy would include rulers by which distances could be measured. 

ai 384. Mr. Shaneyfelt also photographed it in Dallas preparatory to removing it 

e the PRE Leberatory in Washington. 

3. There now is no scar, chip or hole in Mr. Shaneyfelt's and ici ani 

pteseres. By photographic taveliigence and precise measurements set out impressively 

ae the Comission, Mr. Rhanaylels did locate and did obtain the right piece of. 

eerie: te gev has no chip, scar or hole. To my personal observation it had no 

ae, etae oe hole when I first examined it toward the end of Ta6h. Where this 

teste @unage ves, at exactly the point the Dillard and Underwood photographs show 

o pertten ef cencrete missing and show the lighter color of the previously anemones 

: meses, here mow is a perfectly smooth surface. It is smoother to the touch and 

(ater we the eye rather than lighter. It is not of the same shape. It is 

; enbbentshet. That this repair. had been made by July 1964 is visible in the photo- 

Mr. Gheneyfelc took then. 

Me. Tages’ s deposition taken by the Warren Commission's counsel Wesley J. 
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e- Ufebeler states that prior to this depositaen the mark had disappeared. Mr. Tague 

etates this was in May 1964. He swore to the Warren Commission that when he went 

beck to photograph thac mark to show his parents when he was about to visit them 

the mark wo longer existed. The Warren Commission also knew that Mr. Tague had 

tehea photographs. Knowing that the mark had disappeared and that Mr. Tague had 

tehes photographs, neither the FBI nor the Commission asked Mr. Tague for his 

phetegraphs. They have since disappeared. 
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It was more surprising still 

ague if a picture he then showed Mr. Tague is one that 

388. As noted above, once the curbstone was in Washington it was subjected to 

eeteetifie testing. The work order specifies microscopic and spectrographic. If 

@here fe @ech a thing as an FBI "formal report" on either examination, none has been 

prwwiéed ie this instant cause. ‘ 7 - 

DOS. Weet was provided is copies of records ‘printed by the Warren Commission in 

whieh Wr. Sheneyfelc emphasizes over and over again that the witnesses said there was 

‘es @e werk ef exy kind, only what he called a smear, and the few sentences of meaningless 

@@meees weferred co above on the Jarrell-Ash testing. That Mr. Dillard ‘did not say 

@heve ces se mark of any kind is apparent from the above-quoted caption on his pub- 

Résted pictere, the negative of which "the federales" did not return. This is also 

@@peweet from Mr. Dillard's taking the initiative in calling that entire matter to 

Whe witention ef the then United States Attorney in Dallas. That the letter prompted 

Ow Me. Miblerd'’s initiative also has suffered a mysterious disappearance from the 

_ Reehews eed that no effort to replace it has been made is not consistent with the 

_ ‘@eetiewew ef the Archivist on his practices when he appeared before a House of 

 Reprenentetiwes committee toward the end of 1975. Although this letter is among the 

@eemte Ge hewe been delivered in this instant cause and although its existence is 

@eenteoet te ether records, I was not even informed of its mysterious disappearance 

@eetl £ ashed fer ic. 

? 396. Me. Tegwe and others with personal knowledge were not interviewed by Mr. 

 Crevertels. le produced no personal statements. He does not report asking for or 

weeny one @widence froa the police or the sheriff's office despite the existence 

OR weewrds establishing that sheriff's personnel did have personal knowledge. 
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Mr. Shaneyfelt's long experience as an FBI agent did not prompt him to ask the (wt 

Belles nevspapers for any contemporaneous accounts of the appearance of the point 

ef impact on that curbstone when 

damage Mr. Shaneyfelt then argued 

example is the wording of the caption on Mr. Rillard's picture, quoted above, as 

esepered with Mr. Shaneyfelt's representation of what Mr. Dillard allegedly said. 

At the time in 1964 Mr. Shaneyfelt made his representations, ‘there was every reason 

te beliewe they vould remain secret. ‘There was no'"Freedom of Information" Act. My 

examination of the Warren Commission executive session ecanwestyes discloses that the 

° 

ne hed decided against publication of its evidence until pressure from the | 

Waite Bouse coupelled it to. . tt oe 

191. The FBI lab worksheet bedet note quated in full above also says "(see 

attached for location)." “As provided to me by the FBI there is an attached sheet of 

peper ea which there are two sketches. The upper one fails to orient the spot from 

ep te bette. It does not identify the cu:ve of the curbing where it bends from 

Wertical te horizontal. It does locate the spot by measurement from each end of ‘the 

@urbing and by the measurements of the spot, three-quarters of an inch in the veriioal 

@ivectios and an inch in the horizontal dimension. “No seapd, da indicated. This gives 

Ge iupressioa that it is of regular shape if not rectangular. It required no micro= 

eeege fer so incomplete a sketch. (The entire worksheet was dacontion’ into evidence 

dering the depositions.) 
. 

192. The lower sketch represents direction and _—— At the end of the line | 

fmdiesting the angle fects the horizontal surface of the curbing, there is an arrow 

ot that caused the scar, chip or hole © 

it had to have originated from somewhere 

That structure is | solid enough 

rbing Mr. Shaneyfelt removed to Washington is not identical 

us pictures Mr. Shaneyfelt 

be eqtearaece with the piece depicted in the contemporaneo 
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293. Geimg along with the visible alteration of the "scar" on the curbstone, 

A the FRI’ owe sketch showing the opposite from the supposedly correct direction, the 

@etectiag ef only two of the nine elements in the bullet's core and the total absence 

ef aay readiag on those two elements detected on the spectrographic examination, - 

whieh fe ture is noe compared with the readings made of — elements in the other 

eeaples teeted, there is no report on the meaning of all these facts when combined. 

fadtvideally is fron ‘an FBI record. Each individually rebuts a basic part of 

the effieial eccounting of this assassination. Collectively, if they do not tell the 

fell qurbetese/Tague story, they are an overwhelming rebuttal of the Warren Commis- 

aten*s eecewntiag of the "missed" shot. As shown above, the FBI early in the 

feweetigetion took a different course. It ignored this missed shot. It ignored Mr. 
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Temes. fe filed its supposedly definitive five-volume report ordered ‘by the President 

. wieheet eeetioning either this missed shot or one of the President’ s , known wounds. 

Thet £5 eew represents it did not prepare a my report on this set of facts or any part 

of thee te os berrendous a self-accusation as the FBI can wales 
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298. Ae the FBI knew that the Dallas doctors had stated that the President was 

het teen the froat before it dispatched the ludicrous November 23, 1963, letter to 

(hast Corry @ew represented as the only "formal report," so also did it know before 

2) Shem of the Teague wounding and of the Dillard picture. The Tague wounding was 
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tommticonaly breedcast, first by Patrolman L. L. Hill on the police radio prior to” 

Pepe ove broadcastings. (In fact, the FBI transcribed the recordings of the 

gelliee gedie broadcasts for the Warren Commission.) The Dillard picture was trans- 

e@uted by the wire services. From the very first the FBI knew that Mr. Tague was 

ementied end that the probable cause was a chipped-off piece of concrete. Mr. Tague 

ebenete Ghet ic sever sought him out. Now we are also to believe, contrary to a vast 
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items af avidence in the FBI's own files, that when Mr. Bhanagtalt and the FBI Dallas 

Piabé Office could find no missing piece of. concrete this was not the subject of any— 

band of ‘eeeting. We wust also believe there was not any kind of regular or scientific 

ren o genewat.for the filling in of a very obvious hole te the concrete. We are 
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alee te believe from the absence of any reports that when the FBI had supposedly 

ewsteftos feeelf chat there was no concrete missing and thus there was not this 

quplewetion ef bow Hr. Tague was wounded, there was no real investigation to determine 

wa te ae qeended. Aside from my own examinations of Warren Commission records, and 

fer che senty etages of the investigation they were diligent, regular and persistent, 

5 tens bem geeered by the Archives that there is no such record. In this instant 
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